
BAY COUNTY WRITING RUBRIC 
 

 1 
Beginning: 
Searching, exploring, struggling: 
Looking for a sense of purpose 
or way to begin 

2 
Emerging: 
Moments that trigger reader's/ 
writer's question-stories/ideas 
buried within the text 

3 
Developing: 
Writer begins to take control, 
begins to shape ideas- writing 
gaining definite direction, 
coherence,  momentum, sense of 
purpose 

4 
Maturing: 
More control, writer has 
confidence to experiment-about 
a draft away. 

5 
Strong: 
writer in control-skillfully 
shaping and directing the 
writing-evidence of fine-tuning 

IDEAS Perplexing, purpose-free, 
searching for ideas, topic not yet 
identified, doesn't show or tell, 
pre-writing, brainstorming 

murky, exploring, writer 
struggling, cliché, topic not 
clear, random thoughts, a bare 
beginning 

solid first draft, but superficial, 
general statements, topic too 
big, tells, but doesn't show, 
skimpy support, functional, 
coming into focus 

intriguing possibilities, gaining 
momentum, beginning to dig & 
question, focused, purposeful, 
insightful, clear, shows more 
than tell, informative, interesting 
tidbits 

satisfying, intriguing, 
meaningful, shows, sumptuous 
details, surprises, specific, vivid, 
captivating, the voice of 
experience 

ORGANIZATION muddled, run that by me 
again…, huh?, no sense of 
beginning, oh, is it over?, where 
did THAT come from? 

jumbled, drags its feet, then 
races ahead, Grand Canyon 
sized, tangled in trivia 

still taking aim, make your own 
connections, formulas writing 
(5-paragraph theme), continually 
comes and goes, pacing 
irregular, some bumpy spots, 
recognized introduction & 
ending, you'd like to rearrange a 
few things 

strong introduction, competent, 
easy to follow journey, holds 
together, creative, moment & 
pacing, clear connections 

every part adds to the whole, 
purpose and direction, beautiful 
architecture, logical, but with 
flair, the ending lingers in your 
mind, sense of resolution, a real 
lead, hooks you-and keeps you 
hooked 

VOICE no hints of real writer, author 
hides, uninvolved, flat, boring 

shallow, aware of audience, 
bland, mechanical/technical 

wary, it’s there, but then it's 
gone, hides behind a façade, 
moments that grab you, safe, 
guarded 

poetic language overtone, I can 
see it, precise, specific, 
appealing, original 

can't get it out of your head, 
strong conviction, engaging, 
individual, you need to know 
this, you've gotta  hear this, 
style!, touches an emotion, 
lively 

WORD 
CHOICE 

hard to wring much meaning 
from these words, just plain 
wrong, reluctant, monotonous, 
colorless, groping - thread-bare, 
where are the verbs? 

inadequate verbs, imprecise, 
vague, uninspired, leans heavily 
on cliches 

word list of the week, tries too 
hard to impress, reaching…just 
not there yet, thesaurus alert,     
" good & nice" vs." Zowie and 
scrumptious", routine language, 
some precision, many 
generalities, leans a bit on 
cliches, a good verb or two 

"poetic" language overdone, I 
can see it, precise, specific, 
appealing, original 

deliberate, striking, yet natural, 
dynamic, everyday words with a 
twist, powerful verbs, energetic, 
sensory details, JUST right, I 
wish I'd said that, vivid 

SENTENCE 
FLUENCY 

one sentence that last  & last… 
or, a lot of little choppy Dick-
and-Jane-style sentences, 
disjointed, rambling, tough to 
read, jerks & jolts, have to track 
back to get the meaning 

awkward phrasing, tough to read 
aloud 

simple sentences well-
constructed, variable control, 
rough connections, formulas, 
flows-then skips a beat, 
functional, repetitive patterns, 
steady but not graceful, lacks 
energy, trudges-doesn't dance, 
sometimes mechanical, 
assembled by number-not 
crafted 

experiments with varying 
sentence lengths, begins using 
fragments effectively, sentence 
"sense", parallel structure 

varied and purposeful 
beginnings, powerful, graceful, 
fragments used well smooth 
connections, from long & 
stretchy to short & snappy, 
delightful to read aloud, crafted, 
not merely assembled. natural 
dialogue, wonderful cadence 

CONVENTIONS tough to decode, conventions, 
paragraphing not present, 
struggling, errors extremely 
distracting, cries out for editing 

shows awareness of 
conventions, numerous errors, 
couldn't publish yet, 
paragraphing random, 
readability impaired, 
paragraphing attempted  

spelling correct on common 
words, simple things done well, 
problems don't obscure 
meaning, writer occasionally 
"stumbles", errors consistent, 
minor problems in 
grammar/usage, hastily edited, 
terminal punctuation basically 
correct 

spelling mostly correct-even on 
harder words, only light editing 
needed, easily readable 

readable to broad audience, 
punctuation smoothly guides 
reader, grammar contributes to 
clarity & style, in control. "clean 
copy" paragraphing 
complements organization, well 
edited/proofed 

 



 





 



Simple Web Format with Three Main Points 
 
 
 
 
 

Topic or 
Theme 

Major Point 
(Sub-Topic) 

Major Point 
(Sub-Topic) 

1. Supporting Detail 
 
2. Supporting Detail 
 
3. Supporting Detail 
 
 
 
 

1. Supporting Detail 
 
2. Supporting Detail 
 
3. Supporting Detail 

1. Supporting Detail 
 

2. Supporting Detail 
 

3. Supporting Detail 

Light Available 
Early 

American
Life 

Cooking 

1. Open Fire 
 
2. Smoking 
 
3.  Coughing/Eyes Watering 
 
 
 
 

1. Candles 
 
2. Difficult to make 
 
3.   Pale-brown, lumpy 

           Web With Sample Three Main Points Filled In 

1. Homemade Pottery 
 
2. Break at New Year 
 
3. Blacksmithing         


